~ TRUE “VISION” ~
(Part 3)
Decalcifying the pineal gland is the next step in activating this incredible part of ourselves. The resulting damage from
having it blocked cause, confusion & delusions, an impaired perception of reality, a tendency to over-analyze, depression
& anxiety, paranoia, various other neurological disorders, including pessimism along with jealousy & envy. All of these
toxic processes, if allowed to just run rampant and unchecked, result in further collateral damage from our physiological
response to them, which is also toxic....
Called by many names, such as the “third eye” and many other variations, the pineal truly is the “stargate” within all
of us that connects our physical selves, with metaphysical energy and hence, abilities to function in those supernatural
arenas. Many believe the reason the connection between the two are so clear is that the pineal gland, WHEN fully
functioning as it was INTENDED to, releases an incredibly powerful secretion. Dimethyltryptamine (DMT) a.k.a.
“the spirit molecule” is the naturally occuring bodily secretion our mind NEEDS to be able to “see” in the realm of the
intuition, universal consciousness and enlightenment. The more correctly this gland functions, the easier it is to “SEE”
in this realm and INTERACT with it! WHEN this illumination occurs, you will find yourself free of ego, self-serving
thoughts and actions and be able to see the beauty in all things as well as how all things are interconnected. It will be
precisely THOSE things that will invoke an upswing in Spiritual abilities that truly is of an order of magnitude! There
are other articles written for those stages as well, for any who are interested.
Repairing the damage to the pineal requires this decalcification process. There are a number of approaches and the first
one we’ll examine are natural remedies. Others that follow are certain meditations, use of CERTAIN crystals, and other
techniques which can be addressed further, later in this series. As of for now, the best first approach is using natural
substances that can “bind” and thereby remove the calcium from the pineal gland.
The best natural remeedies in my experience are: MSM, Boron, Turmeric, Apple Cider Vinegar, Oregano Oil,
“Nascient” Iodine, and a SET of “interactive” vitamins. Combining Vitamin K1/K2 along with Vitamin A and D3,
work together in metabolic processes to catalize the reasbsorption of calcium through errant places it collects in the
body. Not only will this combination of vitamins remove calcium from the pineal, but they will also remove calcium
from arteries and other places where it has accumulated and actually “chemically” MIGRATE this calcium BACK to
where it SHOULD be, which is in the BONES....
While Boron and MSM deserves an article all to themselves, I suggest doing your own research on that one as it is
ALSO EXTREMELY potent in this process, but for the sake of this article, will not be delineated here at this time. I
will add that Boron magnetically attracts calcium in the body and chelates it out, MSM also is incredibly powerful in
this work, but get only VEGETABLE BASED MSM and NOT the cheap petroleum-based mass marketed item... Yes,
deception against us resides upon nearly ALL the levels “stacked” against us in achieving the end result of our walk and
endeavors in restoring the pineal gland to its proper role in all of what we are. Iodine in the NASCIENT form, is the
single most powerful weapon against fluoride that we can use! It naturally attracts, binds and removes ALL forms of
fluoride from our bodies. Iodine also binds to the thyroid, which in turn directly impacts the pituitary, and hence, the
Crystal Palace in our bodies become more in tune and work together more efficiently!
In addition to the above, there are several other herbals that dramatically reduce calcium in the pineal as well. Suggest
also adding them into this process. A short, but EFFECTIVE list of ones I think are the strongest are also used for
general detoxing of the body and some are well known for this. Some of these are: Neem Extract, Garlic Extract,
Tamarind, Nigella Sativa, Chaga Mushroom Extract, Codyceps Mushroom Extract and various others. I’m sure for
those dedicated to this work will also be doing additional research on this and add things as they go along. For the
MSM, I suggest up to 20,000 mg (20G) daily for 7-14 days, depending on how quickly you respond and how badly the
pineal is calcified. You will KNOW by how you FEEL! Yes, it IS that distinct when clearing up! After that, 2,0003,000 mg/daily for maintenance (2-3G).
I will close this installment here and we will be moving forward. Contact me if you wish additional information, or
clarification on anything we’ve discussed so far.
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